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A trip to the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania is to get to know a world that for
years was forbidden in the eyes of many. That being said, curious luxury-lovers are more than
welcome into our Baltic region! Not only we are able to offer highest class 5* hotels, but we can
also provide a list of numerous gourmet restaurants and activities according to your wishes.
Our region is famous for unique travel experiences where only we - insiders are well aware
about.

As mentioned, in Baltic States we have 5* hotels, i.e.:
 Grand Hotel Kempinski, Vilnius
 Hotel Pacai, Vilnius (member of Design hotels)
 Relais & Châteaux Stikliai hotel, Vilnius (Boutique)
 Grand Palace Hotel, Riga
 Grand Poet by Semarah hotels, Riga
 Hotel Telegraaf, Tallinn
 Hotel Schlössle (small luxurious boutique hotel in Tallinn)
 Hotel Swissotel, Tallinn
 Savoy Boutique hotel (Estonia’s Leading Boutique Hotel 2019)
Out of all fine dining restaurants in the region, our suggested:
 Amandus (Vilnius) run by chef-virtuoso Deivydas Praspaliauskas, who has been elected as
the best Lithuanian chef for several times.
 Monai (Klaipeda) founded by one of the most talented chefs in Lithuania.
 Sweet Root (Vilnius) a favourite for foodies, much of what's on offer features local root
vegetables recreated in inventive ways in combination with meat and fish.
 Vincents (Riga) One of Riga’s oldest and grandest fine dining restaurants, priding itself on
its relationship with small farmers and growers.
 Kolonāde. Mūsu Stāsti (Riga) The menu specialises in seasonal gourmet Latvian and
international dishes and an extensive drinks list is also available, which includes an
incredible selection of wine carefully selected by the restaurant's sommelier.
 3 Pavāru Restorāns (Riga) is a restaurant with an open plan kitchen, beloved by residents
and city guests alike.
 Ribe (Tallinn) Ribe has consistently been nominated as one of the top 50 restaurants in the
country, in recent years ranking close to the top of the list.
 Restaurant NOA (Tallinn) can be found among 50 best restaurant’s in the world (by Diners
Club).
 Alexander Chef's Table (Tallinn) invites for an extraordinary dining experience in the city of
Tallinn, personally hosted by Michelin starred Matthias Diether
… and many more, starting from Mexican cuisine with tequila experience, ending with Vietnam
food and sweet sin at a dessert shop.
Choose your experience; from exotic places, romantic getaways to cultural wonders, and
wildlife encounters!
For our active guests we can offer:
 Incredible hiking trails, biking, and family adventures;
 Private river cruises with your own Captain on board;
 Archery lessons in a medieval Trakai Castle courtyard;
 A 27-hole golf course that leaves no true golfer indifferent;
 Tickets to Basketball game with VIP experience;
 Taking sharp and thrilling turns in a bobsleigh track.
Classical culture lovers can experience:
 Evening with an Opera or Ballet performance in each Capital;
 Overnights at most beautiful manors in the region, where a movie theatre evening, musical
excursion, aristocratic dinner and riding horses can be arranged;
 Have you ever heard the sound of Amber? We can show you!
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For those who fancy relaxing private vacation:
 Aromatherapy and other massages as well as facial procedures;
 Secluded stay in an island with top amenities;
 Private tastings of locally popular drinks and/or foods;
 Visit to a local market with your private chef and choosing ingredients for your own meal;
Love looking at the sky or BEING in the sky? We can offer:
 Private charter flights;
 Hot air balooning; P.S. Did you know? There are more hot air balloons per head of
population in Lithuania than in any other country in the world!
 Flight in a sky glider;
 Private visit to Astronomical Observatory;
 Excursion to Ornithological station for bird watching.
Cars enthusiasts can give a try to:
 Baltic Self-Drive: renting a car with pre-programmed GPS;
 Private transfers in a Vintage car;
 Rally on a Racing Track;
 ATV Off-road driving with quads;
 Driving an armoured fighting vehicle.

For shopping enthusiasts we recommend to pay a visit not only to world-renowned brand
shops but also to check out local fabric products at:
Lino Namai (Vilnius, Linen products)
Studio Natural (Riga, Linen clothes)
ZIZI Disain (Tallinn, Linen products)
Ramune Piekautaite (Vilnius, local Designer clothes)
Amber queen (Vilnius, Amber accessories)
Hobby Wool (Riga, Wool products)
Džiugas Cheese House (Vilnius, Cheese products)
Laima (Riga, Chocolate sweets)
Stenders (Riga, Cosmetics)
Estonian Design Shop Tali (Tallinn, accessories)
Raeapteek (Tallinn, pharmacy since 1422)
… and many more!

Note! All tours can be arranged with our hand-picked private guide.
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